
Book11： p.4-9 ♪4： p.42-47 CD⑮←Sing Along!4 
Every morning, Mickey the Zookeeper 

Wakes up early and gets out of bed. 

He washes his face and puts on his clothes- 

Then takes two buckets and goes to the shed 

 

  To get breakfast for the animals- 

  The animals that live in the zoo. 

  For every morning, the animals 

  All eat a big breakfast the same as we do. 

 

Every morning, Mickey the Zookeeper 

Takes out his key and unlocks the door. 

He picks up the buckets and walks right inside 

And fills them with peanuts from bags on the floor 

 

  As breakfast for the animals- 

  The animals that live in the zoo. 

  For every morning, the animals 

  All eat a big breakfast the same as we do. 

 

One cold morning, Mickey the Zookeeper,  

Woke up early and got out of bed. 

He washed his face and put on his clothes- 

Then took two buckets and went to the shed 

 

  To get breakfast for the animals- 

  The animals that live in the zoo. 

  For every morning, the animals 

  All eat a big breakfast the same as we do. 

 

That cold morning, Mickey the zookeeper 

Took out his key and unlocked the door. 

He picked up the buckets and walked right inside 

And … What?! … 

Someone had opened the bags on the floor! 
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Book11： p.14-15 ♪4： p.50-51 CD⑰ 

* When you’re a detective, you never know 

  Exactly what you’ll need.  

  You never, never know. (No!) 

  You never, never know. (No, no!) 

  You never, never know what you will need! 

 

You might need a hammer and nails.  

You might need a lemon or two. 

You might need a big ball of string. 

You might need some paint that is blue.  
 

You might need a horn or a drum. 

You might need a bell or a clock. 

You might need a cup or a brush. 

You might need a chain and a lock.  

* When you’re a detective, you never know 

  Exactly what you’ll need.  

  You never, never know. (No!) 

  You never, never know. (No, no!) 

  You never, never know what you will need! 

 

You might need a very warm blanket.  

You might need a big piece of cheese. 

You might need a very soft pillow. 

You might need a big ring of keys.  

 

You might need a very loud whistle.  
You might need a towel and soup.  

You might need a very big feather. 

You might need a long piece of rope.  

* When you’re a detective, you never know 

  Exactly what you’ll need.  

  You never, never know. (No!) 

  You never, never know. (No, no!) 

  You never, never know what you will need! 
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Book11： p.24 ♪4： p.56-57 CD⑳ 
* Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me 

  Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me who? 

 

Could it have been the elephant? 

Goofy: The elephant? 

Mickey: The elephant?  

No, it couldn’t have been the elephant, 

So can you tell me …  

* Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me 

  Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me who? 

 

Could it have been the monkey? 

Goofy: The monkey? 

Mickey: The monkey?  

No, it couldn’t have been the monkey, 

So can you tell me …  

* Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me 

  Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me who? 

Could it have been the giraffe? 

Goofy: The giraffe? 

Mickey: The giraffe?  

No, it couldn’t have been the giraffe, 

So can you tell me …  

* Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me 

  Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me who? 

 

Could it have been the kangaroo? 

Goofy: The kangaroo? 

Mickey: The kangaroo?  

No, it couldn’t have been the kangaroo, 

So can you tell me …  

* Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Who, who, who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me 

  Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

Who (who), who (who), who took the peanuts? 

  Can you tell me who? 

 

It couldn’t have been the giraffe 

Or the monkey or the kangaroo. 

It couldn’t have been the elephant. 

Goofy: So I can’t tell you … 

 

Who, who, who took the peanuts, 

Who, who, who took the peanuts, 

Who, who, who took the peanuts, 

Goofy: I can’t tell you who! 
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